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When you bite off more than you can chew, it's perfectly logical that something gets lost...in this
case, when EA releases too many news togeter, it's natural that people start to go crazy.
World Adventures has been released less than a week and the Create a World tool has been
announced less then a month ago, but it's already time to talk about stuff packs. We announced
the release of this bonus pack a few days ago, named "The Sims 3 High End Loft" and listed
for February 2010...now we discover that this stuff pack, at least in the UK (we don't know if this
will involve the whole Europe and Italy, which has always been the country of EPs weird
names), will be named "
Design & High-Tech
". So, if you read about both the names, keep in mind it's the same thing!
Now, we suppose there will be a press release about this new EA creation..
Transform your Sims’ homes into sleek, edgy lofts with The Sims 3 High-End Loft Stuff. With a
host of new items for the most lived-in rooms in your Sims’ homes, including slick gadgets for
your high-tech home office, a next-gen gaming system for the killer game room, modern
furniture for the most contemporary living room, and more, your Sims can now give their homes
an ultra-modern makeover! After you modernize their homes, turn your attention to their
wardrobes and give them an overhaul with sophisticated, cutting-edge fashions. Whether it’s
your Sims themselves or their homes that needs a new look, The Sims 3 High-End Loft Stuff
lets you catapult your Sims into a more modern, loft-inspired lifestyle!
- Add high-end furnishings to your Sims bedroom, entertainment room, office and patio.
- Transform your Sims’ homes into cutting-edge spaces with contemporary sofas, sleek
coffee tables, and eclectic art.
- Give your Sims coveted electronics including high-tech, ultra-slim TVs, video game
systems, stereos, and more.
- Upgrade your Sims’ wardrobes with fashion-forward apparel, tailored suits, and
sophisticated outerwear.
- Plus Bonus Anniversary Items! This special 10th Anniversary pack also includes three
well-loved items from The Sims and The Sims 2 games: the heart-shaped vibrating bed, the
electric guitar, and the aquarium.
If you want to take a look at both the front covers, there you are!
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